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Behaviour of NBD-head group labelled
phosphatidylethanolamines in POPC bilayers:
a molecular dynamics study†

Hugo A. L. Filipe,abc Lennon S. Santos,ad J. P. Prates Ramalho,ef

Maria João Morenoabc and Luı́s M. S. Loura*bcg

A complete homologous series of fluorescent phosphatidylethanolamines (diCnPE), labelled at the head

group with a 7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazo-4-yl(NBD) fluorophore and inserted in 1-palmitoyl, 2-oleoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) bilayers, was studied using atomistic molecular dynamics simulations.

The longer-chained derivatives of NBD-diCnPE, with n = 14, 16, and 18, are commercially available, and

widely used as fluorescent membrane probes. Properties such as location of atomic groups and acyl chain

order parameters of both POPC and NBD-diCnPE, fluorophore orientation and hydrogen bonding,

membrane electrostatic potential and lateral diffusion were calculated for all derivatives in the series. Most

of these probes induce local disordering of POPC acyl chains, which is on the whole counterbalanced by

ordering resulting from binding of sodium ions to lipid carbonyl/glycerol oxygen atoms. An exception is

found for NBD-diC16PE, which displays optimal matching with POPC acyl chain length and induces

a slight local ordering of phospholipid acyl chains. Compared to previously studied fatty amines, acyl

chain-labelled phosphatidylcholines, and sterols bearing the same fluorescent tag, the chromophore in

NBD-diCnPE locates in a similar region of the membrane (near the glycerol backbone/carbonyl region) but

adopts a different orientation (with the NO2 group facing the interior of the bilayer). This modification

leads to an inverted orientation of the P–N axis in the labelled lipid, which affects the interface properties,

such as the membrane electrostatic potential and hydrogen bonding to lipid head group atoms. The

implications of this study for the interpretation of the photophysical properties of NBD-diCnPE (complex

fluorescence emission kinetics, differences with other NBD lipid probes) are discussed.

Introduction

Biological membranes are fundamental constituents of all
cells. Their major function is to define a boundary between

the inner and outer cell environments, which is essential
for cellular homeostasis.1–3 Additionally, the involvement of
biomembranes in several cellular processes, including energy
production, protein synthesis and secretion, signal transduction
and cell–cell interactions has been evidenced more recently.3,4

Among the arsenal of techniques used to study membrane
structure and function, fluorescence-based methodologies are
most prominent. This role is warranted by the inherent sensitivity
of fluorescence (down to single molecule level), coupled with the
versatility resulting from the multiplicity of different spectroscopic
and imaging fluorescence approaches. Altogether, these features
allow the study of important questions in membrane biophysics,
such as the extent and kinetics of solute interaction with mem-
branes, lipid trafficking, membrane fusion, location, rotational
and translational dynamics, distribution and aggregation state
of membrane components and membrane-active molecules.5

Because the main structural unit of biomembranes is the
phospholipid bilayer, and phospholipids are non-fluorescent,
the application of fluorescence approaches to membrane studies
requires the use of fluorescent probes. To this effect, designed
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fluorophores with convenient spectroscopic properties, such as
absorption and emission in the visible range, high brightness
(especially convenient for microscopy and single-molecule
techniques), and their sensitivity to the local environment,
are frequently used. One such fluorescent group is 7-nitrobenz-
2-oxa-1,3-diazol-4-yl (NBD). NBD lipids have been used extensively
as fluorescent analogues of native lipids in biological and model
membranes to study a variety of processes.6–8 The photophysical
properties of NBD lipids include high fluorescence quantum
yield, sensitivity to environment polarity and membrane micro-
viscosity, and suitability for Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET) experiments.

Acyl-chain labelled NBD derivatives are commercially available
for all major phospholipid classes. However, it has been shown
both experimentally7,9–12 and by molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation13 that NBD attachment to lipid acyl chains makes
the fluorophore prone to loop or ‘‘snorkel’’ to the water/lipid
interface, due to the chromophore polarity and the acyl chain
flexibility. In turn, this effect causes sizeable perturbation of host
membrane properties, including considerable loss of coopera-
tivity in the phospholipid main phase transition.14 Similar
effects have also been described for cholesterol analogues
labelled with NBD at the alkyl side chain.15,16

An obvious way to circumvent this upward looping of the
fluorophore is to attach it to the phospholipid head group. To
this effect, several NBD head-labelled phosphatidylethanolamine
(PE) derivatives are commercially available, including symmetric
saturated-chain lipids NBD-diCnPE (1,2-diacyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine-N-(7-nitro-2-1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl)), with
acyl chain length n = 14, 16 and 18. NBD-diCnPE probes have
been used extensively as model phospholipids in the studies of
thermodynamics and kinetics of interaction with lipid bilayers
and other hydrophobic aggregates, such as serum lipoproteins.17–19

Used as FRET donors, NBD-diCnPE probes form, together with
acceptor rhodamine B PE derivatives, a very well-known Förster pair
for the studies of membrane organization20–24 as well as quantifica-
tion of lipid mixing and exchange.25 Alternatively, NBD probes
can be used as acceptors to chromophores including diphenyl-
hexatriene26,27 or trans-parinaric acid,28 or even as donors and
acceptors simultaneously in homo-FRET studies.20 Several
fluorescence spectroscopic and microscopic studies have also
indicated that, contrary to the vast majority of membrane
fluorescent probes, doubly saturated long-chained NBD-diCnPE
partitions favourably to liquid ordered (lo) phases in systems
displaying lo/liquid disordered phase coexistence,22,24,29,30 although
the phase preference depends both on the probe acyl chain length
and the composition of the underlying lipid mixture.17,31

Despite their wide use in membrane biophysics, the behaviour
of NBD-diCnPE probes has so far lacked a characterization using
MD. Atomistic MD simulations have been recently employed to
provide insights into both membrane-inserted probe location,
orientation and dynamics and probe-induced host bilayer
perturbation (for a review, see ref. 32). Detailed knowledge of
NBD preferential location and orientation may help in explain-
ing the particularities of NBD-diCnPE photophysical properties
(fluorescence quantum yield, decay and/or anisotropy, orientation

of transition dipole in connection to FRET) in comparison with
other NBD probes, some of which have been recently character-
ized by us using MD.13,16,33 On the other hand, an assessment
of the extent of probe-induced perturbation is useful in probe
selection for experimental studies. For example, we observed
using atomistic MD that fatty amines NBD-Cn are considerably
less perturbing than acyl-chain labelled NBD-PC,14,33 and a
small degree of perturbation of fluid phosphatidylcholine (PC)
bilayers has been reported for the common FRET acceptor to
NBD-diCnPE, rhodamine B PE, also using atomistic MD.34

In this article, we study the behaviour of NBD-diCnPE of
varying length, n = 4 to 18. We characterize in detail the
fluorophore location and orientation, aiming to identify trends
among the amphiphiles of this complete homologous series,
which may contribute to the improved understanding of the
photophysical properties of NBD probes. One intriguing ques-
tion is to verify whether the NBD fluorophore protrudes into the
water phase (similarly to the behaviour reported for rhodamine
B PE using atomistic MD34) or adopts a similar depth in the
bilayer to that of NBD-PC and NBD-Cn. In turn, this is expected
to influence the degree of probe-induced bilayer perturbation,
which will be compared to that of other probes.

Simulation details

MD simulations and analysis of trajectories were carried out
using the GROMACS 4.5.3 package.35,36 The simple point
charge water model was used.37 The topology of the POPC
molecule consisted of a united-atom description for CH, CH2,
and CH3 groups, based on the parameters presented by Berger
et al.38 for 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine
(DPPC), and by Bachar et al.39 for the oleoyl chain cis-double
bond. The starting structure was a fully hydrated POPC bilayer
(128 POPC:5412 H2O).

The topology of NBD-diC16PE was obtained combining the
description of DPPC available from Dr D. Peter Tieleman’s group
webpage40 with that of the NBD fluorophore, as described in
detail by Loura et al.41 Parameterizations of other NBD-diCnPE
probes were adapted from NBD-diC16PE by adding/removing the
appropriate number of methylene groups to/from each chain,
for NBD-diC18PE or the other probes, respectively. Because
NBD-diC16PE is anionic at pH close to neutrality,42 the probes
were modelled with global charge�1, with a single hydrogen atom
bound to the amine nitrogen. Partial charges of a NBD-diC3PE
molecule were derived from ab initio quantum mechanical calcula-
tions43 using Gamess-US,44,45 and used for all studied derivatives.
Fig. 1 shows structures and numbering of relevant atoms of the
POPC and NBD-diC16PE molecules, while the charges adopted for
the latter are displayed in Table 1. Bilayers containing NBD-diCnPE
molecules (2 in each leaflet) were obtained by randomly inserting
probe molecules inside the POPC bilayer without replacement
of phospholipids. A corresponding number of Na+ ions were
randomly added to the aqueous medium to ensure electro-
neutrality. In all systems, unfavourable atomic contacts were
removed by steepest descent energy minimization. For each
system, a short (100 ps) MD run was then carried out using a
1 fs integration step, followed by a 150 ns run using a 2 fs
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integration step. Bond lengths were constrained to their equili-
brium values, using the SETTLE algorithm46 for water and the
LINCS algorithm47 for all other bonds. All simulations were
carried out under constant number of particles, pressure (1 bar)
and temperature (298.15 K), and under periodic boundary condi-
tions. Pressure and temperature control were carried out using the
weak-coupling Berendsen scheme,48 and a V-rescale49 thermostat
with coupling times of 1.0 ps and 0.1 ps, respectively. Semiisotropic
pressure coupling was used. Van der Waals interactions were cut
off at 1.0 nm. Coulomb interactions were calculated using the
Particle Mesh Ewald method,50 with a cut-off of 1.0 nm for the real
space component. For visualization of structures and trajectories,
Visual Molecular Dynamics software (University of Illinois) was
used.51 The first 50 ns of each simulation were used for
equilibration, and the remaining 100 ns were used for analysis.

Deuterium order parameters, SCD, were calculated using

SCD = (3hcos2 yi � 1)/2 (1)

where y is the angle between a C–D bond and the bilayer
normal, and the brackets denote averaging over time and
C–D bonds.52 In our simulations, using a united atom force
field, deuterium positions of acyl chain atoms were constructed
from the neighboring carbons assuming ideal geometries.
�SCD can vary between 0.5 (full order along the bilayer normal)
and –0.25 (full order along the bilayer plane), whereas SCD = 0
denotes isotropic orientation.

The electrostatic potential across the bilayer (z coordinate)
was calculated by double integration of the charge density:

DcðzÞ ¼ cðzÞ � cð1Þ ¼ �1

e0

ð1
z

dz0
ð1
z0
rðz00Þdz00 (2)

In this calculation, the positions of all atoms were determined
relative to the instantaneous centre of mass (z = 0) in all
simulations, for each frame. The potential was also averaged
and symmetrised for the two bilayer leaflets.53

Unless stated otherwise, error estimates were obtained using
the block method described by Flyvbjerg and Petersen.54

Results and discussion
Area per lipid and bilayer thickness

Overall areas per lipid molecule were evaluated by dividing the
instant box area by the number of lipid molecules in each
monolayer, including those of NBD-diCnPE (66 in total). The
time variations in Fig. S1 (ESI†) indicate that equilibration of
this parameter is generally achieved after 50 ns. As shown in
Fig. S2 (ESI†), after this time the transverse positions of the
fluorophores of individual probe molecules across different
simulations have also essentially equilibrated. Consequently,
as indicated in the preceding section, analysis was carried out
considering the last 100 ns of each simulation. The final struc-
tures of all simulations are depicted in Fig. S3 (ESI†).

Fig. 1 Structures of NBD-diC16PE (A) and POPC (B). The numbering of selected atoms is the same as used throughout the text. The red and blue arrows
in (A) define the short and long NBD axes, respectively.

Table 1 Atomic charges used for NBD-diC16PE. Identically to the host lipid,38 acyl-chain CHn united atoms (unnumbered in Fig. 1A) were modelled with
zero charge

Atom Charge Atom Charge Atom Charge Atom Charge Atom Charge

N1 �0.20 O7 �0.50 N13 �0.30 O19 �0.77 C25 0.80
C2 0.10 O8 �0.50 H14 0.30 O20 �0.78 O26 �0.70
C3 �0.27 N9 �0.30 C15 0.00 O21 �0.52 C42 0.23
C4 0.28 C10 0.41 C16 0.40 C22 0.30 O43 �0.50
C5 �0.49 C11 0.44 O17 �0.54 C23 0.30 C44 0.90
N6 1.00 O12 0.03 P18 1.21 O24 �0.70 O45 �0.63
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Another aspect which is clear from Fig. S2 (ESI†) is that even
the shorter-chained amphiphiles remain inserted in the POPC
bilayer at all times, and no molecules were observed to escape
to the water medium during simulations. This behaviour agrees
with experimental data obtained previously by our group. We
measured the lipid/water partition coefficient of NBD-diC14PE
into POPC bilayers, Kp = 1.0 � 106.17 For a related homologous
series (fatty amines NBD-Cn), we obtained a linear variation
of partition free energy with chain length, with slope DDG =
�(2.4 � 0.2) kJ mol�1.55,56 From these values, we may extra-
polate log Kp = 1.6 for NBD-diC4PE, corresponding to 495% of
bilayer-inserted molecules of this solute (and 499% of all other
amphiphiles of the series) under conditions replicating the
setting of our simulations. Still, it is entirely possible that, for
much longer simulations, the occasional passage of the shorter
amphiphiles to the water phase could be observed.

Fig. 2A depicts the average lipid molecular area a by varying
the acyl chain length along the series. The value obtained for
pure POPC, a = (0.66 � 0.02) nm2, agrees well with published
experimental (0.65 nm2, T = 298 K;57 0.64 nm2, T = 298 K;58 and
0.68 nm2, T = 303 K59) and simulation (0.655 nm2, T = 300 K;60

0.68 nm2, T = 310 K;61 0.652 nm2, T = 310 K62) reported data. As
expected for these diluted systems, the differences between
values obtained in the absence and in the presence of different
fluorescent probes are not significant. However, a slight overall
trend of diminishing a as the chain length increases is noticeable.

PE lipids have smaller head groups than the corresponding
PC species, and as such this slight variation could in principle
be the simple result of insertion of a molecule with a decreased
area per lipid. To ascertain this possibility, we specifically
calculated different averages of the areas per POPC and NBD-
diCnPE molecules using the APL@Voro software,63 which car-
ries out a Voronoi tessellation analysis based on selected key
atoms (in our case, P atoms of both POPC and NBD-diCnPE).
Time variations are displayed in Fig. S4 (ESI†), whereas the time
averages of Fig. 2B show that, although in most cases the area
per probe is lower than (or identical to, within the statistical
uncertainty) the area per POPC molecule, the latter is indeed
(even if not significantly so) still reduced in the presence of

probe, echoing the overall trend. This is the first indicator that
the incorporation of NBD-diCnPE leads to an increase in the
bilayer order, especially for the longer chained derivatives.
Unsurprisingly, an inverse variation is observed in the variation
of the bilayer thickness, calculated as the difference between
the average transverse location of the POPC P atoms in the
opposing leaflets (Fig. 2A).

Transverse location and orientation

Fig. 3 shows average locations hzi of selected POPC and NBD-diCnPE
atoms (see Fig. 1 for numbering) in different probe-inserted systems,
relative to the centre of the bilayer (z = 0).

The positions of POPC atoms are very similar across all
studied systems, and individual differences are mostly within
the statistical uncertainty. However, an increasing trend is
observed in all atoms, reflecting the above described general
decrease in molecular area and increase in bilayer thickness. To
some degree, a similar trend is still perceivable in the P18 and
C23 atoms of NBD-diCnPE (which correspond to P8 and C13 of
POPC, respectively), though considerably blurred by the poorer
statistics associated with averaging over 4 molecules instead of
128. The terminal atoms of the probe’s acyl chains have, as
expected, progressively deeper locations as the chain length is
increased. NBD-diC16PE is the probe with acyl chains spanning
the membrane leaflet most similarly to those of POPC, and its
terminal methyl locations match those of the host lipid more
closely than any other probe. On the other hand, the acyl chains
of NBD-diC18PE span the whole leaflet right to the geometrical
midplane of the bilayer. Unsurprisingly, a large fraction of
configurations show the methyl groups of this probe located
beyond this plane, and the fraction of frames for which z(Cter)
o 0 is 53%. This effect is also apparent on the mass density
profiles along the bilayer normal, which show (Fig. 4) accumu-
lated density of NBD-diC18PE, compared to POPC, close to the
bilayer midplane, in addition to the expected density increase
in the region corresponding to the fluorophore location for all
probes. The similarity between the mass density of the POPC
and NBD-diC16PE (multiplied by the dilution factor 128/4 = 32)
near the centre of the bilayer is remarkable.

Fig. 2 (A) Average area per lipid a (POPC plus NBD-diCnPE) and bilayer thickness (BT) as a function of NBD-diCnPE acyl chain length. n = 0 corresponds
to a pure POPC bilayer. (B) Average area per specific lipid components obtained from Voronoi tessellation analysis.63 White and grey bars denote POPC
and NBD-diCnPE, respectively.
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This is in contrast with the previously studied series of fatty
amines NBD-Cn, in which the alkyl chain is directly attached to
the NBD group (instead of having the glycerophosphate linker
in between, as in NBD-diCnPE), for which closest behaviour to
that of POPC was observed for the C12 derivative.33 Regarding
the atoms of the NBD moiety, they are mainly located near the
glycerol backbone of POPC (for example, note the similar hzi of
POPC C13 and NBD-diCnPE N1 atoms), similarly to other NBD
probes NBD-Cn,33 NBD-PC,13 and NBD-cholesterol.16 However,
contrary to these probes, in which the NO2 group was the
outermost part of the fluorophore, the amine N1 is generally
the most external atom of NBD, located further from the bilayer
centre than the nitro N6 atom in all derivatives. This is not
surprising given that N1 is also the phosphatidylethanolamine
nitrogen atom, and thus part of the labelled lipid head group
(corresponding to N4 of POPC). Therefore, linkage of the NBD
moiety to a PE lipid leads to an inverted configuration of the
fluorophore compared to other NBD probes. Because the over-
all position of the NBD group is kept closer to the POPC glycerol

than to the POPC head group region, another effect of this
linkage is that the fluorophore pulls the head group to more
internal positions than those observed in POPC. This is most
striking in NBD-diCnPE N1, the atom directly involved in
fluorophore attachment, which is located (0.40 � 0.10) nm
below POPC N4. Further down the head group, NBD-diCnPE
P18 has also a consistently lower hzi than POPC P8, and for
some of the probes the difference is statistically significant.
A minor effect is still observed in NBD-diCnPE C23, compared
to POPC C13. Thus, NBD-diCnPE displays a slight inward
snorkelling of the head group, in the opposite direction of
(and much less pronounced than) the outward snorkelling of
the acyl chains of NBD-PC,13 pulling the phosphoethanolamine
group towards the bilayer interior.

NBD-diCnPE fluorophore and head group orientation

Directly related to the previous discussion is the orientation
of the NBD fluorophore in membrane-inserted NBD-diCnPE
probes. Fig. 5 shows the angular distributions of the long and
short axes of the NBD group, as well as that of the normal to the
NBD plane (defined as the vector product of these axes), all
relative to the bilayer normal.

Generally, all derivatives have similar angular distributions,
and the perceived differences arise mostly from limited sampling
due to the small number of probe molecules, no systematic
trends being apparent upon varying the acyl chain length. The
long axis (Fig. 5A) has bimodal angular distribution, meaning
that it can either point to the direction of the water or to that of
the bilayer centre. The short axis of the NBD fluorophore has a
very broad angular distribution (Fig. 5B), centred between 601
and 901 relative to the bilayer normal, implying that the NO2

group has an almost perpendicular orientation relative to
the bilayer normal (pointing slightly inwards, in contrast
with NBD-Cn,33 NBD-PC,13,64 and NBD-cholesterol,16 where, as
mentioned above, it points clearly to the water medium). The
normal to the NBD plane (Fig. 5C) is mostly oriented perpendi-
cularly to the bilayer normal.

Fig. 5D shows the orientation of the P–N axis of both POPC
in pure bilayers and NBD-diCnPE in the systems containing probe
molecules. For POPC, the average tilt of this vector relative to the
bilayer normal is (77 � 2)1, indicating an orientation roughly
along the membrane plane (with the choline group in a slightly
more external position, as already seen in the transverse positions
of N4 and P8, shown in Fig. 3). This value is in excellent
agreement with that reported by Gurtovenko and Vattulainen
(781) for POPC at 310 K.62,65 For the probes, average tilts at around
1201 are obtained (they vary without noticeable trends between
1101 for NBD-diC12PE and 1361 for NBD-diC14PE), indicating
a more inward location of the NBD-diCnPE N1 atom (which is
the corresponding atom of N4 in POPC) compared to P18. This
inverted head group configuration is not seen in acyl chain
NBD-labelled phospholipids C6-NBD-PC and C12-NBD-PC, for
which no discernible differences in P–N angular distributions
were observed compared to pure PC.14 Many of the molecules
illustrated in the snapshots of Fig. S3 (ESI†) adopt the

Fig. 3 Average transverse position, hzi, of specific POPC and NBD-diCnPE
atoms in all systems. See Fig. 1 for atom numbering.

Fig. 4 Mass density profiles across the bilayer normal direction of POPC,
solvent, sodium ion (taken from the NBD-diC18PE simulation) and selected
NBD-diCnPE derivatives. The probe and Na+ curves were multiplied by 32
and 100 (respectively) for better visualisation.
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corresponding ‘‘inverted snorkelling’’ configurations of the
NBD fluorophore.

Hydrogen bonding

In previous studies of related NBD-bearing probes in phospho-
lipid bilayers, hydrogen bonds, either involving the NBD N1H14
group as a donor to water or lipid atoms, or water OH donor
groups to NBD N and O atoms, were identified as persistent

interactions, crucial for the placement of the fluorophore in the
carbonyl/glycerol region.13,16,33 To verify whether this also
applies to NBD-diCnPE, we studied the occurrence of H-bonds
featuring probe atoms either as donors (Fig. 6A) or as acceptors
(Fig. 6B). For this purpose, an H-bond for a given donor–H–
acceptor triad was registered each time the donor–acceptor
distance was less than 0.35 nm and the H–donor–acceptor
angle was o601.

Fig. 5 Angular orientation distributions for the long (A) and short (B) axes of the NBD fluorophore, normal to the NBD group (C), as well as for the P–N axes
(D) of NBD-diCnPE (P18–N1) and POPC (P8–N4, smooth black line), all relative to the bilayer normal. For numbering and definition of NBD axes, see Fig. 1.

Fig. 6 H-bond fractional frequencies (f) of the NBD N1–H14 donor to POPC or water acceptor atoms (A) and of the water donor to NBD acceptor atoms (B).
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Fig. 6A shows that the NBD N1H14 group is almost perma-
nently involved as a H-bond donor to other atoms, as the sum
of fraction of simulation time f across the possible acceptor
atoms (water and POPC O atoms) is close to unity for all
derivatives. This generally occurs most frequently with phos-
phate O atoms, at variance with NBD-Cn,33 C12-NBD-PC,13 and
22-NBD-cholesterol,16 for which phospholipid ester O atoms are
the main acceptors. This difference between NBD-diCnPE and the
other NBD probes probably stems from the more external loca-
tion of the N1–H14 group, which favours interactions with head
group O acceptors over those in the glycerol/carbonyl region. A
significant fraction of H-bonds still occurs for O atoms at the top
of the sn-2 chain (slightly more external than those at the top of
the sn-1 one; see Fig. 1 for definition of sn-1 and sn-2 chains),
similarly to NBD-Cn and C12-NBD-PC. The two derivatives which
presented higher fractions of H-bonding to ester/carbonyl rather
than phosphate atoms were NBD-diC14PE and NBD-diC16PE,
which are also those that display deeper transverse location of
the N1 atom (Fig. 3). This indicates that slight differences in
depth of this donor atom correspond to sizeable variations in its
pattern of H-bonding interactions. On the other hand, Fig. 6B
shows that NBD N and O atoms are frequently involved as
acceptors in H-bonding interactions with water, especially the
most electronegative O atoms of the NO2 group. This behaviour is
identical to that observed in other NBD probes.13,16,33

Order parameters

Deuterium order parameters, SCD, as defined by eqn (1), are
obtained experimentally from deuterium NMR quadrupole
splittings in membranes made up of deuterated phospholipids,
and may be calculated readily from MD simulations (see Simula-
tion details). They constitute a measure of the orientational
mobility of lipid acyl chains.52,66 In liquid crystalline bilayers,
�SCD profiles along a saturated acyl chain (such as POPC sn-1)
have a characteristic shape, showing relatively small variation
between the C2 and C8 atoms, and decreasing markedly for
more internal positions. For the POPC sn-2 monounsaturated
chain, a characteristic dip is found near the middle, corres-
ponding to the distinct conformation around the double bond.
Perturbation resulting from incorporation of solutes such as

probe molecules may lead to increased or decreased membrane
order, and correspondingly higher or lower order parameter
profiles (respectively), compared to the host lipid.

Fig. 7 shows �SCD for the chain C atoms of the different
probes of the series, whereas Fig. 8 depicts the overall �SCD

profiles of POPC in the different systems. For pure POPC, the
results agree closely with both experimental (e.g., ref. 67–69)
and simulation (e.g., ref. 60, 62 and 67) published profiles.

As expected, the order parameter decreases along the
chain for each fluorescent derivative, pointing to an increased
fraction of gauche conformers as the end of the chain is
approached. Additionally, in most of the cases, �SCD increases
with the chain length when comparing the values calculated for
the different probes at a given position along the chain,
especially in the case of the sn-1 chains, which most closely
resemble those of POPC. This is expected, because the longer
the chain, the stronger is its anchoring effect in the bilayer for
corresponding positions along the former. In particular, the
shorter chained derivatives NBD-diC4PE and NBD-diC6PE
can only penetrate the bilayer shallowly (as visually evidenced
in Fig. S3B and S3C, ESI†), and hence their �SCD values are
the lowest among the series. Despite the obvious fact that the
probe curves are affected by the limited averaging provided
by the four NBD-diCnPE molecules, it is noteworthy that the
sn-1 �SCD profiles of the longer derivatives resemble most to
that of POPC (Fig. 8A).

On the other hand, both panels of Fig. 8 indicate that the
POPC order parameters show a slight increase upon increasing
probe chain length n, in accordance with the area/lipid
and bilayer thickness results. Overall, this effect is not very
pronounced, which is again justified by the low probe mole
fraction. However, this does not rule out the existence of a
stronger local effect, which may be especially relevant for fluor-
escent probes, given that they can only report on their immediate
surroundings. To check whether this scenario applies to the
NBD-diCnPE family, we calculated –SCD for varying lateral
distance R to the closest probe molecule in the same bilayer
leaflet. Fig. 9 depicts averages over the whole sn-1 chains,
obtained for different ranges of R values. The corresponding
detailed profiles are given in Fig. S5 (ESI†).

Fig. 7 Deuterium order parameter of the NBD-diCnPE probes, as a function of the sn-1 (A) or sn-2 (B) acyl chain carbon segment.
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It is observed that POPC molecules in close vicinity (R o 0.4 nm)
of NBD-diC16PE are indeed more ordered than those in the absence
of probe (see Fig. 9 and Fig. S5G, ESI†), but this effect is modest
(note that uncertainty in this calculation is relatively high, because
of the reduced number of lipid chains in this situation). Moreover,
for all other derivatives, average order parameters are lower for
POPC chains adjacent to NBD-diCnPE, especially for n r 10.
Shorter probe acyl chains lead to the appearance of voids
underneath the terminal methyl groups. Filling of this free
space with nearby lipid acyl chains implies tilting of the latter
and reduction in their order parameter. Conversely, chains that
are longer than the lipid hydrophobic length may induce local
readjustments of the adjacent lipid acyl chains, possibly lead-
ing to reduced order parameter values compared to the case of
ideal matching. A similar situation has been experimentally
described for homologous series of sterols with branched70 or
linear71 aliphatic chains, for which maximal ordering effects
are found for an intermediate chain length.

Thus, the data of Fig. 9 and Fig. S5 (ESI†) indicate that there
is a general overall increase of POPC order parameters despite
the fact that, in most cases, NBD-diCnPE causes decrease of this
parameter for nearby lipid acyl chains. In numerical terms, this
apparently puzzling result stems from the fact that –SCD of the
second-neighbouring (0.4 nm o R o 0.8 nm) and bulk POPC

chains (R 4 0.8 nm) is increased compared to pure POPC.
Because there are considerably more POPC chains in these
more distant R value ranges, overall averages tend to be slightly
(consistently for all probes except NBD-diC4PE, but within the
statistical uncertainty for n o 14) higher for probe-loaded
bilayers than for pure lipid. In physical terms, this result
excludes the possibility of the inserted anionic probes
being the main responsible species for the overall membrane
ordering in most systems. Superficially, this observation seems
at odds with MD simulation studies of mixed membranes
containing zwitterionic PC and anionic phosphatidylserine
(PS) lipids, which revealed that the latter induced lateral bilayer
condensation,72,73 to average area/lipid values lower than
calculated from linear combination of the values obtained for
each component in the corresponding pure system (weighted
by the respective mole fraction).73 In these PC–PS mixtures, this
phenomenon may partly result from H-bonding interactions
involving PS NH donors and PC oxygen acceptor atoms.72,73

Similarly to PS, NBD-diCnPE have a NH group, which is capable
of acting as a H donor to PC oxygen atoms (Fig. 6A). However, in
terms of lipid chain order of POPC/NBD-diCnPE systems, this
potentially ordering interaction is counterbalanced by (i) the
bulky nature of the NBD fluorophore, which renders the head
group of NBD-diCnPE much larger than that of PS (the one that
López Cascales et al.73 obtained has an area/lipid value of pure
PS B0.15 nm2 lower than that of pure PC. Judging from the
Voronoi tessellation areas of Fig. 2B, much smaller differences
between the zwitterionic and anionic lipids exist in our systems);
and (ii) the above mentioned hydrophobic mismatch between
POPC and NBD-diCnPE (NBD-diC16PE, the sole probe that displays
hydrophobic matching with POPC, is the only one capable of
inducing local host lipid acyl chain ordering).

Therefore, if an overall order increase exists despite local
disordering by anionic NBD-diCnPE, it must stem from the
other added component, Na+. Increases in the order of POPC
acyl chains in the presence of NaCl have been described both
experimentally74 and by MD simulations.60,62,75 These MD
studies showed that the chloride ion has an external distribu-
tion, with a maximum clearly outside that of the POPC head
group atoms, and probably has little if any impact on acyl

Fig. 8 Deuterium order parameter of POPC, in the absence and in the presence of NBD-diCnPE probes, as a function of the sn-1 (A) or sn-2 (B) acyl
chain carbon segment.

Fig. 9 Average (over all atoms between C2 and C15) order parameter of
the POPC sn-1 chain as a function of the lateral distance R to the closest
NBD-diCnPE molecule in the same bilayer leaflet. Red, magenta, green and
blue bars denote R o 0.4 nm, 0.4 nm o R o 0.8 nm, R 4 0.8 nm, and
overall average, respectively.
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chain order. On the other hand, and similarly to the present
study (Fig. 4), these literature studies demonstrated that
sodium penetrates well inside the head groups, and interacts
strongly with glycerol/carbonyl lipid atoms. We have also found
very strong specific interactions of Na+ with these atoms in both
POPC and NBD-diCnPE, as illustrated in the radial distribution
function plots of Fig. S6 (ESI†), which display well-defined
peaks (the first at R B0.21–0.22 nm). A preferential association
of Na+ with sn-2 ester atoms (compared to sn-1) is consistently
verified for POPC in all systems (and for probes in most of
them, including NBD-diC18PE as shown in Fig. S6, ESI†),
probably resulting from the more external location of the O
atoms in the sn-2 chain, as well as their more electronegative
character in the parameterization used here.38 In any case, clear
preference for ester relative to phosphate (in both POPC and
probe) and electronegative atoms of the NBD fluorophore is
observed. Due to the position of these ester O atoms at the top
of the acyl chains, binding of sodium is very likely a cause of
increased order in this region of the bilayer, which propagates
to the lower chain segments. This effect supersedes the local
probe-induced disordering in all systems, with the sole excep-
tion of NBD-diC4PE. Curiously, one can observe similar effects
(local disordering, but increased overall order parameter) on
the MD simulation results of anionic Texas Red-diC16PE with
Na+ counterions,76 which suggests that this may be a relatively
common pattern for anionic membrane-inserted solutes with
sodium counterions. In fact, even in PC–PS mixtures, bridging
of lipid molecules by NH4

+ or Na+ counterions was demon-
strated as an additional cause of interlipid complexation and

bilayer condensation.72,73 It would be interesting to investigate
whether replacement of Na+ with K+ (which binds to lipid oxygen
atoms much more weakly62) leads to significant differences.

Electrostatic potential

In previous reports, we showed that incorporation of NBD-PC14

and NBD-Cn
33 causes an increase in the electrostatic potential

difference between the bilayer and water phases. NBD-diCnPE
presents two differences compared to these probes: the differ-
ent configuration of the NBD fluorophore and the P–N dipole
(the latter compared only to NBD-PC, as this dipole is absent in
NBD-Cn); and their ionized state (whereas NBD-PC and NBD-Cn

were globally uncharged, NBD-diCnPE is anionic at neutral pH, and
electroneutrality is maintained by the addition of sodium ions).

As shown in Fig. 10A, inclusion of NBD-diCnPE probes
increases the difference in the electrostatic potential between
the interior of the bilayer and bulk water. These values are subject
to uncertainty due to cancellation errors, because the observed
potential profile is the summation of water, lipid, probe, and
ionic contributions, which almost cancel each other (Fig. 10B).
Still, the added contribution of the NBD-diCnPE and its counter
ions Na+ to Dc(0) is positive, unlike that of the unlabeled
phospholipid, as seen more clearly in Fig. 10C. This situation is
reminiscent of that found for POPC bilayers in the presence of
NaCl, where the distributions of the cations (near the carbonyl/
glycerol region) and anions (displaced into the water phase) set
up a capacitor that induces a considerable electric field in the
head group region and an overall increase in the water/bilayer
electrostatic potential difference.60,62 Here, instead of residing

Fig. 10 (A) Electrostatic potential difference between the bilayer centre and the bulk water phase for all systems. (B, C) Overall profile and individual
contributions to the electrostatic potential.
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in the chloride atoms, the anionic charge is located in the lipid
head groups, but it is still distributed more externally than the
cationic charge, and the overall effect is similar.

Lateral diffusion

Lateral diffusion coefficients D were calculated from the two-
dimensional mean squared displacement (MSD), using the
Einstein relation

D ¼ 1

4
lim
t!1

dMSDðtÞ
dt

(3)

In turn, MSD is defined by

MSD(t) = hJ-ri(t + t0) � -
ri(t0)J2i (4)

where -
r is the (x,y) position of the centre of mass of molecule i

of a given species, and the averaging is carried out over all
molecules of this kind and time origins t0. To eliminate noise
due to fluctuations in the centre of mass of each monolayer, all
MSD analyses were carried out using trajectories with a fixed
centre of mass of one of the monolayers, and the final result is
averaged over the two leaflets. Fig. S7 (ESI†) shows MSD for
NBD-diCnPE and POPC, while the corresponding D values
(obtained from fits to the linear region of the MSD plots) are
given in Fig. 11.

The diffusion coefficient of POPC in the pure system (D =
(3.3 � 0.2) � 10�8 cm2 s�1) agrees well with values obtained
both from NMR experiments (D = (4.0 � 0.8) � 10�8 cm2 s�1)77

and MD simulations (D = (3.9 � 0.3) � 10�8 cm2 s�1 )60 near
room temperature. Although the changes upon insertion of
NBD-diCnPE are minor and inside the statistical uncertainty, it
appears that POPC D is slightly lower for the systems with
longer probe acyl chains, possibly reflecting the increasingly
ordered bilayers. Compared to the host lipid, probe diffusion is
generally slower, which can be explained on account of the
interactions between the NBD group and both the solvent and
the host lipid (the fluorophore of NBD-diCnPE is effectively
replacing the choline group of PC, which is incapable of
hydrogen bonding). Overall, there are no established trends
of variation of lateral diffusion coefficients with increasing

chain length, in agreement with the FRAP measurements of
Vaz et al.78 The two possibly variant results are the calculated
higher value of NBD-diC10PE and the lower value of NBD-diC18PE.
Although both could be regarded as outliers stemming from
the small number of probe molecules sampled (the shapes of
the respective MSD curves seem to differ from those of the
other derivatives), it is possible that an increased D value for
intermediate chain length results as a compromise between
two opposing effects: on the one hand, the increased order of
the bilayer for longer chains, which would per se lead to a
continuous decrease in D; on the other hand, the increasing
weight of the acyl chain atoms (which are located in a more
fluid region of the bilayer, and therefore more capable of short-
range segmental motions that are taken into account in our
MSD calculation). Ultimately, the increase in order prevails for
the very long chains of NBD-diC18PE, which has the lowest D
value. In this latter result, partial interdigitation of probe acyl
chains into the opposing leaflet may also play a role in the
slower lateral diffusion, as found in the NBD-Cn series.33

Relation to photophysical properties

The use of head group-conjugated phosphatidylethanolamines
as fluorescent membrane probes is very common in membrane
biophysics.79 While it is tempting to believe that by attaching a
fluorescent tag to this part of a phospholipid molecule one
ensures a convenient location of the fluorophore in this region,
avoiding perturbation of the membrane glycerol backbone and
the hydrocarbon core, results obtained by different techniques
have pointed that this is not necessarily the case. MD simula-
tions of Texas Red-diC16PE have suggested that this fluorophore,
despite its polarity and sheer size, bends towards the centre and
penetrates inside the apolar region of DPPC fluid vesicles.76,80

For NBD-diCnPE, in particular, fluorescence quenching studies
have indicated conflicting transverse locations. Using the parallax
method, Chattopadhyay and London reported a transverse
distance z = 1.42 nm between the fluorophore of NBD-
diC16PE and the centre of DOPC membranes,9 which was later
revised to the considerably more external values z = 1.89 nm10

and 2.03 nm,81 obtained with different combinations of spin-
labelled quenchers. These large differences cast important
doubts about the reliability of parallax quenching depth deter-
minations, which assume drastic approximations, such as
purely static quenching and precise transverse location of two
reference quenchers (which must be accurately known), and
uses large membrane concentrations of the latter (typically 10
mol%). The present MD study indicates a fluorophore location
of around B1.4 nm relative to the centre of POPC membranes,
therefore in close agreement with the earliest quenching
determination. In accordance with all quenching studies, the
locations determined by us for both NBD-diCnPE and NBD-PC13

are very similar (see full discussion below). For NBD-PC
in particular, this MD-derived location near the glycerol
backbone/carbonyl region agreed with NMR cross-relaxation
rate measurements,11 which gives us confidence regarding the
NBD-diCnPE position determined here with essentially identi-
cal simulation parameters.

Fig. 11 Lateral diffusion coefficients D of POPC (white bars) and NBD-
diCnPE (grey bars).
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A similar location of the fluorophore in bilayer-inserted
NBD-PC and NBD-diCnPE is consistent with the almost coin-
cident maximal absorption and emission wavelengths of the
two probes,7 both close to those found for the NBD fluorophore
in medium-polarity solvents such as ethanol or acetonitrile.82

At this point, it is useful to compare the location and solvent
accessibility of the NBD fluorophore (taken as atoms 1–14 in
Fig. 1) in the present study with our previous investigation
of NBD-PC in fluid DPPC (323 K).13 Fig. 12 depicts the mass
distribution of NBD in the C6-NBD-PC/DPPC and NBD-diC16PE/
POPC systems, while values of relevant parameters are listed
in Table 2.

It is clear that the systems are not equivalent, and the fluid
DPPC bilayer is thinner by B0.3 nm compared to that of POPC.
Comparing the respective locations of lipid atoms N4, P8 and
C13, this difference should correspond to a B0.12 nm depth
variation in the region where NBD is preferentially located.
From the densities r of water and NBD, one can calculate the
average mass density of solvent sensed by the fluorophore. This
metric of polarity was introduced by us in a recent MD study of
pyrene-labelled membranes:83

rðwaterÞh ifluorophore¼
Ð
rfluorophoreðzÞrwaterðzÞdzÐ

rfluorophoreðzÞdz
(5)

Altogether, the data of Table 2 indicate that the fluorophore
average locations and water accessibilities are largely identical
for NBD-diCnPE and NBD-PC. On close inspection of Fig. 12,

one finds that, despite the transversally compressed system,
the NBD mass distribution is slightly wider in NBD-PC than
in NBD-diCnPE. This may be quantified by calculating the
standard deviation of transverse location distribution:

sz ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið
z� zh ið Þ2rfluorophoreðzÞdz

�ð
rfluorophoreðzÞdz

s
(6)

where the average distribution value hzi is calculated
according to

zh i ¼
ð
zrfluorophoreðzÞdz

�ð
rfluorophoreðzÞdz (7)

As shown in Table 2, sz is higher by B14% in the C6-NBD-PC/
DPPC system, compared to NBD-diC16PE/POPC. However,
this difference is probably not significant. The depth range
[hzi � 2sz, hzi + 2sz], inside which there is B96% probability of
finding the fluorophore (for normal distributions; from the
shape of the actual curves, this is a reasonable approximation)
is [0.60 nm, 1.95 nm] for C6-NBD-PC/DPPC and [0.81 nm,
1.99 nm] for NBD-diC16PE/POPC, corresponding to 3.5 kg m�3 o
rwater(z) o 600 kg m�3 and 1.2 kg m�3 o rwater(z) o 555 kg m�3

ranges of water density, respectively.
These are small differences, and the most important result

is that both probes have very wide transverse distributions. This
is probably the main reason for the decay heterogeneity most
often found in the fluorescence decays of NBD lipid analogues.
Whereas the decay of N-propylamino NBD (NBD-C3) emission
may be described by a single exponential function in a variety of
pure solvents,82 the huge possible variations in environment
polarity that may be experienced by membrane-inserted fluoro-
phores of NBD-PC and NBD-diCnPE dictated otherwise. For
example, in fluid DPPC vesicles (50 1C) with 0.1 mol% NBD
lipid, both NBD-diC16PE (t1 = 0.87 ns (25% pre-exponential),
t2 = 6.61 ns (75%), intensity-weighted average lifetime hti =
6.37 ns20) and C6-NBD-PC (t1 = 0.94 ns (20%), t2 = 6.16 ns
(80%), hti = 5.97 ns27) present bi-exponential decays, with
similar contributions of a short lifetime component, close to
that measured for NBD-C3 in water (1.0 ns).82 Similarly hetero-
geneous decays were measured in other lipid systems.81,84

These complex decays would probably be more correctly described

Fig. 12 Mass distributions of the NBD fluorophore (solid line; multiplied by the dilution factors 128/4 = 32 (A) or 64/4 = 16 (B) for better visualisation),
water (dashed line) and the host lipid (dotted line) in the (A) C6-NBD-PC/DPPC13 and (B) NBD-diC16PE/POPC systems.

Table 2 Comparison of transverse positions of selected lipid atoms, NBD
distribution parameters, and NBD-averaged water density in the C6-NBD-
PC/DPPC13 and NBD-diC16PE/POPC systems

C6-NBD-PC/
DPPC

NBD-diC16PE/
POPC

hzi(host lipid N4)/nm 1.81 � 0.04 1.96 � 0.05
hzi(host lipid P8)/nm 1.73 � 0.04 1.87 � 0.05
hzi(host lipid C13)/nm 1.44 � 0.04 1.57 � 0.04
maximum of NBD distribution/
nm

1.21 1.45

hzi of NBD distribution/nm 1.28 1.40
s of NBD distribution/nm 0.34 0.30
hr(water)iNBD/kg m�3 183 172
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by continuous unimodal lifetime distributions,85 because the
transverse location distributions of NBD are, in fact, wide,
single-peak curves.

In the experimental fluorescence studies on bilayers mentioned
above, it was consistently found that the decay of NBD-diCnPE
emission is somewhat slower than that of C6-NBD-PC (with that
of C12-NBD-PC being slightly faster than the latter). We could not
clarify the precise origin of this effect, but it is most probably related
to properties other than the transverse location. In NBD-PC, the
fluorophore preferably adopts configurations pointing the NO2

group to the water phase, whereas in NBD-diCnPE it is almost
oriented perpendicular to the bilayer normal (pointing slightly
inwards). In NBD-PC, the amino NH group acts as a H-bond donor
mostly to lipid carbonyl and ester O atoms, whereas in NBD-diCnPE
the most frequent H-bond acceptors are lipid phosphate O atoms.
These differences in orientation and specific interactions with lipid
atoms (not water atoms, as the H-bonding from water occurs equally
often and to the same NBD atoms as in other analogues) are
probably related to the distinct emission properties of NBD-diCnPE.

The NBD transition dipole (parallel to the NBD short axis13,86)
has different orientation in NBD-diCnPE compared to NBD-PC. As
commented above, whereas the nitro group of NBD-PC is pointed
towards the water phase, that of NBD-diCnPE shows inward
orientation (for a direct comparison of the angular distributions
of the NBD long and short axes in NBD-PC and NBD-diC16PE, see
Fig. S8, ESI†). This also bears consequences for the quantification
of FRET rates and efficiencies in experiments involving this
probe. We recently developed a simple numerical simulation
method for the estimation of average values and distributions of
the orientation factor k2 for FRET between membrane-bound
chromophores, using as inputs transverse location and orienta-
tion data obtained from experiments or simulations.87 This
method was applied to the computation of hk2i estimates, which
could be used for calculation of the FRET Förster radius R0

(with advantage over the widely used but very seldom justified
hk2i = 2/3 assumption) in common membrane FRET donor–
acceptor pairs. Among the latter, the values hk2i(NBD/NBD) =
0.66 � 0.03 and hk2i(NBD/rhodamine B PE) = 0.56 � 0.02 are
reported in Table 1 of that reference. These values were actually
calculated using parameters obtained in our simulations of NBD-
PC, and as such should be used primarily with these analogues.
For NBD-diCnPE, one should now instead use values based on the
short axis orientation distributions reported in the present work.
Replacement of the orientation parameters ymax,NBD (maximal
value of the angular distribution of the transition dipole) and
sNBD (input standard deviation for the intended distribution of
cos(ymax,NBD)) with 701 and 0.5, respectively (to generate wide
ymax,NBD distributions centred around 701, similar to those of
Fig. 5B), together with a slight refinement of the transverse
location to 1.40 nm, results in hk2i(NBD-diCnPE/NBD-diCnPE) =
0.814 � 0.002 and hk2i(NBD-diCnPE/rhodamine B PE) = 0.917 �
0.004 (standard deviations correspond to fluctuations in 10 replicate
simulations, each involving 107 donor–acceptor pairs). Compared
with NBD-PC, the higher values reflect the increased proximity
of the transition dipole of NBD to the bilayer plane (a pure
isotropic in-plane distribution would produce hk2i = 5/488).

Concluding remarks

In this work, an MD study of POPC bilayers, with inserted NBD-
diCnPE fluorescent probes of varying acyl chain length n, was
carried out. Like other previously studied NBD lipid probes, the
transverse distribution of the fluorophore of NBD-diCnPE is wide,
spanning huge variations in water penetration, local dielectric
constant, and hence, probe-perceived polarity. Given the sensitivity
of NBD fluorescence decay to solvent polarity (becoming very fast in
water), one can safely attribute the complexity of the time-resolved
fluorescence emission from membrane-inserted NBD probes to
this environmental heterogeneity. Attachment of the fluorophore to
a PE head group does not alter its preferred location (near the
glycerol backbone/carbonyl region), but changes its orientation and
the pattern of H-bond interactions between the NBD amino group
donor and lipid acceptors, which in turn are probable causes for
differences in the decay parameters of the two most common NBD
phospholipid probes (NBD-diCnPE and NBD-PC), and also affect
the values of orientation factor averages relevant to FRET involving
NBD-diCnPE as a donor and/or an acceptor.

Comparing along the series, very slight (within the statistical
uncertainty) but consistent changes are apparent in the area/POPC
molecule (decreasing), bilayer thickness (increasing) and acyl chain
order parameters (increasing) when the acyl chain length of the
probe is augmented. In most derivatives this ordering effect is not
felt in the nearest neighbours surrounding each probe, but mostly
in the second-nearest and more distant neighbours. This is
observed because, even though the probe disorders nearby POPC
acyl chains in these systems, this effect is superseded by ordering
induced by binding of Na+ ions to carbonyl/glycerol lipid atoms.
The exception to this pattern is NBD-diC16PE, which induces a
significant ordering of nearby POPC chains. This probe in parti-
cular displays perfect matching with POPC acyl chains, and its
packing and ordering abilities may be related to the reported
favourable partition into liquid ordered phases of NBD-diC16PE
and NBD-diC18PE (the latter should be better accommodated inside
domains enriched in longer, predominantly saturated chains such
as those of sphingomyelin inside lipid rafts). However, full clar-
ification of this matter will involve additional work, focused on
cholesterol-containing liquid ordered bilayers, and including
calculation of the changes in solute free energy across the bilayer
(as recently done by us for the NBD-Cn series in POPC89).
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